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Evaluating Stability and Comparing Output
of Feature Selectors that Optimize Feature
Subset Cardinality
Petr Somol and Jana Novovicová
Abstract—Stability (robustness) of feature selection methods is a topic of recent interest, yet often neglected importance, with direct
impact on the reliability of machine learning systems. We investigate the problem of evaluating the stability of feature selection
processes yielding subsets of varying size. We introduce several novel feature selection stability measures and adjust some existing
measures in a unifying framework that offers broad insight into the stability problem. We study in detail the properties of considered
measures and demonstrate on various examples what information about the feature selection process can be gained. We also
introduce an alternative approach to feature selection evaluation in the form of measures that enable comparing the similarity of two
feature selection processes. These measures enable comparing, e.g., the output of two feature selection methods or two runs of one
method with different parameters. The information obtained using the considered stability and similarity measures is shown to be
usable for assessing feature selection methods (or criteria) as such.
Index Terms—Feature selection, feature stability, stability measures, similarity measures, sequential search, individual ranking,
feature subset-size optimization, high dimensionality, small sample size.
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INTRODUCTION

Selection (FS) has been a highly active area of
research in recent years due to its potential to improve
both the performance and economy of automatic decision
systems in various applicational fields. Depending on the
outcome of an FS algorithm, the result can be either a set of
weighting-scoring, a ranking, or a subset of features. It has
been pointed out recently that not only the model performance but also the stability (robustness) of the FS process is
important [1], [2], [3], [4]. Domain experts prefer FS
algorithms that perform stably when only small changes are
made to the data set. Although low stability does not
necessarily imply low classification rate (e.g., in presence of
redundant, equally relevant features), it is often desirable to
prefer unambiguous FS results. However, in many cases low
stability follows from (and may help to indicate) fundamental
problems in FS process. Nevertheless, relatively little attention has been devoted to the stability of FS methods so far.
In order to measure stability of FS algorithm, we need a
measure of similarity for each of the above mentioned
representations. Some recent works in the area of FS
methods’ stability focus on Pearson’s correlation coefficient
in order to measure similarity between two weightingscorings produced by a given FS algorithm and Spearman’s
EATURE
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rank correlation coefficient to measure similarity between
two rankings [2], [5]. Mainly, the attention is devoted to the
stability of FS methods that produce a subset of features.
Measuring the stability is based on various stability indexes,
including measures based on the Hamming distance to
measure similarity between two subsets of features, [1], on
the adaptation of the Tanimoto distance [5], stability index,
[3], Shannon entropy, [4], and the consistency-based measures [6]. A similarity measure for two sets of FS results based
on weighted bipartite graph modeling is considered in [7].
Stability measures proposed in [3] and [4] assume constant
subset size in each FS trial. Most of these recent works focus
on the stability of single FS methods, while in [8] an ensemble
of feature selectors is constructed and studied. The stability
of FS procedures depends on sample size, criteria utilized to
perform FS, and complexity of FS procedure [7], [9].
In this paper, we review and extend the framework of
stability measures capable of evaluating feature selectors
that yield subsets of varying size, i.e., where subset size may
differ in each FS trial. The significant advantage of subset
size-optimizing feature selectors (among others, the family
of genetic algorithms [10], [11] or recent algorithms like
Dynamic Oscillating Search [12]) is the fact that they exempt
users from the necessity to choose the desired subset size—
the choice that is often made based on insufficiently
founded grounds, potentially degrading FS outcome.
The paper is organized as follows: A review of recent
stability measures is given in Section 2. The framework of
measures permitting varying subset size is devised in
Section 2.1. In Section 3, the notion of intermeasures is
introduced, allowing evaluation of the similarity of multiple
FS processes’ output. Section 4 puts measures into a
taxonomy and discusses their properties. Section 5 presents
examples based on real data. Section 6 summarizes the
paper and suggests topics for further research.
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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I S ðSÞ ¼

IC ðSid ; Sjd Þ ¼

obtained from n runs of the evaluated FS algorithm on
different samplings of a given data set. Let Sid and Sjd be
subsets of features, Sid ; Sjd  Y, of the same size,
1  d  jYj. Let the measures evaluating stability of an FS
process represented by system S be denoted as intrameasures (i.e., evaluating single system properties).
Dunne et al. [1] suggest measuring the stability of an FS
method by the Average Normalized Hamming Distance
(ANHD). Let mj be the binary vector with jYj dimensions
corresponding to the subset Sj defined as
ð1Þ

where mjk 2 f0; 1g, for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; n, k ¼ 1; . . . ; jYj, mjk ¼
1 if feature fk 2 Y occurs in subset Sj and mjk ¼ 0 if feature
fk 2 Y does not occur in subset Sj .
The ANHD is defined in [1] as follows:
ANHDðSÞ ¼

2
jYjnðn  1Þ

HDðmi ; mj Þ:

ð2Þ

i¼1 j¼iþ1

Here,
HDðmi ; mj Þ ¼

jYj
X

jmik  mjk j

n1 X
n
X
2
IC ðSid ; Sjd Þ;
nðn  1Þ i¼1 j¼iþ1

ð3Þ

k¼1

is the Hamming distance between the given pair of binary
vectors mi and mj corresponding to the two subsets Si and
Sj . This measure determines how much variation there is in
the distribution of features present in the subsets selected in
different runs of the FS algorithm, with 0 indicating no
variation and 1 indicating maximum variation. The ANHD
is in the range ½0; 1.
Kalousis et al. [2], [5] proposed measuring similarity
between two feature subsets Si and Sj from system S using
the Tanimoto index (coefficient) defined as the size of the
intersection divided by the size of union of subsets Si and
Sj , [13]:

ð5Þ

where IC ðSid ; Sjd Þ is the consistency index for two subsets Sid
and Sjd defined in [3] as


Sj ¼ fki j i ¼ 1; . . . ; dj ; fki 2 Y; dj 2 f1; . . . ; jYjg ;
j ¼ 1; . . . ; n; n > 1; n 2 IN;

ð4Þ

where T DðSi ; Sj Þ is the Tanimoto distance, which measures the
dissimilarity between two subsets Si and Sj . The similarity
index SK ðSi ; Sj Þ takes values from ½0; 1, with 0 indicating
empty intersection between two subsets Si ; Sj of arbitrary
size and 1 indicating that the two subsets are identical.
Kuncheva [3] introduced the stability index for a system
S ¼ fS1d ; . . . ; Snd g for a fixed subset size, d,



n
X
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SK ðSi ; Sj Þ ¼

It is common that classifier performance is considered the
ultimate quality measure, even when assessing the FS
process. However, misleading conclusions may be easily
drawn when ignoring stability issues. Unstable FS performance may lead to degraded performance of the final
classifier due to failure to identify the most relevant features.
Following [5], we define the stability of the FS algorithm
as the robustness of the feature preferences it produces to
differences in training sets drawn from the same generating
distribution. The stability of the FS process for a given data
set is the stability of the appearance of certain features after
resampling the original data set. Let Y ¼ ff1 ; . . . ; fjYj g be
the set of all features of size (cardinality) jYj. In the
following, we assume FS algorithms to express the feature
preferences in the form of a subset of features S  Y.
Let S ¼ fS1 ; . . . ; Sn g be a system of n feature subsets,

n1
X

NO. X,

jSi \ Sj j
¼ 1  T DðSi ; Sj Þ
jSi [ Sj j
jSi j þ jSj j  2jSi \ Sj j
;
¼1
jSi j þ jSj j  jSi \ Sj j

THE PROBLEM OF FEATURE SELECTION
STABILITY

mj ¼ ðmj1 ; . . . ; mjjYj Þ;
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jSid \ Sjd j  jYj  d2
:
dðjYj  dÞ

ð6Þ

The maximum value of the index, IC ðSid ; Sjd Þ ¼ 1, is
achieved when jSid \ Sjd j ¼ d. The minimum value of the
index is bounded from below by 1. The index IC ðSid ; Sjd Þ
is not defined for d ¼ 0 or d ¼ jYj.
In [4], the following stability measure based on Shannon
entropy is proposed:
d ¼ 

KðjYj;dÞ
X

p^jd log2 p^jd ;

ð7Þ

j¼1

where the convention that 0  log2 0 ¼ 0 is used. Here,
KðjYj; dÞ is the number of all possible subsets of size d from
Y, i.e., KðjYj; dÞ ¼ ðjYj
d Þ, while sjd is the number of occurrences
s
of the set Sjd in the sequence of n subsets of size d; p^jd ¼ njd is
the relative frequency of the feature subset Sjd in the system S,
KðjYj;dÞ
X
j¼1

p^jd ¼

KðjYj;dÞ
X
j¼1

sjd
¼ 1:
n

The stability measure (7) takes values in the range
½0; logðminfn; KðjYj; dÞgÞ.
Note that the stability measures proposed in [3] and [4]
can be used only for fixed size of the subsets of features in
the system S.

2.1

Stability Measures for Use with Varying Feature
Subset Sizes
The framework of currently available measures suffers two
drawbacks: 1) Values yielded by various measures for the
same system are differently bounded and thus hardly
comparable, 2) most of available measures are considered
only for FS problems with prespecified subset size d (to be
denoted d-parametrized in the following) although many
important FS methods allow the subset size to be optimized
in the course of search (to be denoted d-optimizing).
In this section, we provide a framework of modified and
newly defined measures to tackle the above problems. The
desirable properties of considered stability measures
StabMeasureðSÞ of the system S are given below.
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0  StabMeasureðSÞ  1.
StabMeasureðSÞ value close to 1 implies high level
of FS algorithm stability and a value close to 0
implies low level of FS algorithm stability.
3. S may consist of subsets of varying size.
First, we introduce the concept of evaluating FS stability
based on feature occurrence statistics. Let X be the subset of
Y representing all features that appear anywhere in S:
1.
2.

X ¼ ffjf 2 Y; Ff > 0g ¼

n
[

Si ;

X 6¼ ;;

ð8Þ

i¼1

where Ff is the number of occurrences (frequency) of
feature f 2 Y in system S. Let N denote the total number of
occurrences of any feature in system S, i.e.,
N¼

X
g2X

Fg ¼

n
X

jSi j;

N 2 IN;

N  n:

ð9Þ

i¼1

The consistency measure for measuring the stability of the
system is developed in two steps.
STEP 1—define the measure of occurrence stability of the
feature f 2 X in the system S. The minimum value Fmin of
Ff for all features f 2 X in the system S is 1 and the
maximum value Fmax equals n. We require that the measure
of stability of the feature f 2 X in the system S takes value
from ½0; 1 with 0 meaning that f occurs only in one of the
n subsets of the S and 1 that f occurs in each subset of the
system S.
Definition 1. We define the consistency CðfÞ of the feature
f 2 X in the system S as
CðfÞ ¼

Ff  Fmin
:
Fmax  Fmin

ð10Þ

The consistency CðfÞ of the feature f 2 X has the
following two properties:
1. CðfÞ ¼ 0 if the frequency of f 2 X is Ff ¼ 1.
2. CðfÞ ¼ 1 if the frequency of f 2 X is Ff ¼ n.
STEP 2—extend the definition of consistency to evaluate
whole system:
Definition 2. The consistency CðSÞ of system S of feature
subsets is defined as the average of consistencies over all
features in the set X:
CðSÞ ¼

1 X
1 X Ff  Fmin
CðfÞ ¼
:
jXj f2X
jXj f2X Fmax  Fmin

ð11Þ

This measure, however, overemphasizes the presence of
low frequency features (see Section 4.2 for discussion).
Therefore, we define a measure in which the more
frequent features are expected to contribute proportionately
F
more to the overall stability of the system S. The value Nf
denotes the relative frequency of the feature f 2 X in the
system S. The weighted sum of the consistencies of a single
F
feature with weights equal to Nf provides the more reliable
stability measure:
Definition 3. The weighted consistency CW ðSÞ of the system S
is defined as

CW ðSÞ ¼

X

wf

f2X

where wf ¼

Ff
N

, 0 < wf  1,

Ff  Fmin
;
Fmax  Fmin

P

f2X

3

ð12Þ

wf ¼ 1.

Because Ff ¼ 0 for all f 2 Y n X, the weighted consistency
CW ðSÞ can be equally expressed:
CW ðSÞ ¼

X Ff Ff  1
Ff  Fmin
:

¼
N Fmax  Fmin f2Y N n  1
f2X

X Ff



ð13Þ

It is obvious that CW ðSÞ ¼ 0 if and only if (iff) N ¼ jXj,
i.e., iff Ff ¼ 1 for all f 2 X. Whenever n > jXj, some feature
must appear in more than one subset and, consequently,
CW ðSÞ > 0. Similarly, CW ðSÞ ¼ 1 iff N ¼ njXj, otherwise
all subsets cannot be identical.
Clearly, for any N; n representing some system of subsets
S and for given Y there exists a system S min with such
configuration of features in its subsets that yields the minimal
possible CW ðÞ value, to be denoted CWmin ðN; n; YÞ, being
possibly greater than 0. Similarly, a system S max exists that
yields the maximal possible CW ðÞ value, to be denoted
CWmax ðN; nÞ, being possibly lower than 1 (note the case
when N mod n 6¼ 0).
It can be easily seen that CWmin ðÞ gets high when the
sizes of feature subsets in system approach the total number
of features jYj because, in such a system, the subsets
necessarily get more similar to each other. Consequently,
using measure (11) or (12) for comparison of the stability of
various FS methods may lead to misleading results if the
methods tend to yield systems of differently sized subsets.
We will refer to this problem as “the problem of subset-size
bias.” Note that most of the available stability measures are
affected by the same problem. For this reason, we introduce
another measure, to be called the relative weighted consistency, which suppresses the influence of the sizes of subsets
in system on the final value.
Definition 4. The relative weighted consistency CWrel ðS; YÞ
of system S characterized by N; n and for given Y is defined as
CWrel ðS; YÞ ¼

CW ðSÞ  CWmin ðN; n; YÞ
;
CWmax ðN; nÞ  CWmin ðN; n; YÞ

ð14Þ

where CWrel ðS; YÞ ¼ CW ðSÞ for CWmax ðN; nÞ ¼ CWmin
ðN; n; YÞ.
Denoting D ¼ N mod jYj and H ¼ N mod n for simplicity, it has been shown in [6] that
CWmin ðN; n; YÞ ¼

N 2  jYjðN  DÞ  D2
;
jYjNðn  1Þ

ð15Þ

H 2 þ Nðn  1Þ  Hn
:
Nðn  1Þ

ð16Þ

and
CWmax ðN; nÞ ¼

The relative weighted consistency then becomes:


P
jYj N  D þ f2Y Ff ðFf  1Þ  N 2 þ D2
:
CWrel ðS; YÞ ¼
jYjðH 2 þ nðN  HÞ  DÞ  N 2 þ D2
ð17Þ
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that m1k ¼ m2k ¼    ¼ mFk ;k ¼ 1 and mFk þ1;k ¼ mFk þ2;k ¼
   ¼ mn;k ¼ 0. It means that jmik  mFk þl;k j ¼ 1 for all
i ¼ 1; . . . ; Fk and for all l ¼ 1; . . . ; n  Fk ; otherwise the
absolute differences equal to zero. Therefore,
jYj X
n1 X
n
X

jmik  mjk j ¼

k¼1 i¼1 j¼iþ1

jYj
X

Fk ðn  Fk Þ

k¼1

¼

X

Ff ðn  Ff Þ:

f2Y

t
u
Fig. 1. Illustration of CW measure bounds.

The weighted consistency bounds CWmax ðN; nÞ and
CWmin ðN; n; YÞ are illustrated in Fig. 1. Note that CWrel
may be sensitive to small system changes if N approaches
maximum (for given jYj and n).
It can be seen that, for any N; n representing some system
of subsets S and for given Y, it is true that 0  CWrel ðS; YÞ 
1 and, for the corresponding systems S min and S max , it is true
that CWrel ðS min Þ ¼ 0 and CWrel ðS max Þ ¼ 1.
Measure (14) does not exhibit the unwanted behavior of
yielding higher values for systems with subset sizes closer
to jYj, i.e., it is independent of the size of feature subsets
selected by the examined FS methods under fixed Y. We
can say that this measure characterizes for given S; Y the
relative degree of randomness of the system of feature
subsets on the scale between the maximum and minimum
values of the weighted consistency (12).
Next, following the idea of Kalousis et al. [2], we define a
conceptually different measure. It is derived from the
similarity measure, SK ðSi ; Sj Þ, between two subsets of
features Si and Sj defined in (4).
Definition 5. The Average Tanimoto Index of system S is
defined as follows:
AT IðSÞ ¼

n1 X
n
X
2
SK ðSi ; Sj Þ:
nðn  1Þ i¼1 j¼iþ1

Lemma 1. The Average Normalized Hamming Distance can be
expressed in the form
X
2
Ff ðn  Ff Þ:
nðn  1ÞjYj f2Y

ð19Þ

Proof. It holds that
ANHDðSÞ ¼

NHIðSi ; Sj Þ ¼ 1 

jYj
n1 X
n X
X
2
jmik  mjk j:
nðn  1ÞjYj i¼1 j¼iþ1 k¼1

Let Fk be the frequency of the feature fk 2 Y in the
system S. Without loss of generality, we can suppose

1
jSi n Sj j þ jSj n Si j
HDðSi ; Sj Þ ¼ 1 
;
jYj
jYj
ð20Þ

where
HDðSi ; Sj Þ ¼ jSi n Sj j þ jSj n Si j

ð21Þ

is the Hamming Distance defined in (3) between two binary
vectors (1) corresponding to the sets Si and Sj in set
notation. The NHI can be directly used in our context.
Definition 6. The Average Normalized Hamming Index
over all nðn  1Þ=2 pairs of binary vectors (1) corresponding
to all pairs of subsets Si and Sj is defined as:
ANHIðSÞ ¼

n1 X
n
X
2
NHIðSi ; Sj Þ:
nðn  1Þ i¼1 j¼iþ1

ð22Þ

It follows from Lemma 1 that the ANHI can be rewritten
by using the frequency Ff of the feature f 2 Y in the
following simpler form:

ð18Þ

AT IðSÞ is the average similarity measure over all pairs of
feature subsets in S. It takes values from ½0; 1, with 0
indicating empty intersection between all pairs of subsets
Si ; Sj and 1 indicating that all subsets of the system S are
identical.
Next, we consider a Hamming Distance-based measure.
It can be shown that the ANHD proposed in [1] and defined
here in (2) can be rewritten using the frequency Ff of
features f 2 Y in a simpler form.

ANHDðSÞ ¼

Next, following the ideas in [1] and [3], let us denote the
Normalized Hamming Index (NHI) between two binary
vectors (1) corresponding to subsets Si and Sj to be

ANHIðSÞ ¼ 1 

X
2
Ff ðn  Ff Þ:
nðn  1ÞjYj f2Y

ð23Þ

Eventually, we introduce a frequency-based measure
expressing the confidence of the feature selector about
either selection or exclusion of each feature.
Definition 7. The Pseudo-Hamming index P HðSÞ of system S
is defined as
P HðSÞ ¼

2 X maxðFf ; n  Ff Þ
 1:
jYj f2Y
n

ð24Þ

It takes values from ½0; 1, with 1 indicating that all features
are selected either always or never and 0 indicating that
each feature appears in exactly half of all FS trials, i.e.,
features are selected/excluded with most uncertainty.
Note that all measures discussed in this section except
CWrel suffer the “subset-size-bias problem.” The properties
of all introduced measures are discussed further in Section 4.

3

INTERMEASURES

The measures discussed so far (intrameasures, see Section 2)
are usable for evaluating the internal stability of one FS
process. However, it may be valuable to compare two FS
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processes. This would enable, e.g., evaluating the impact of
various parameters of FS methods on the result of the
selection process, comparing the behavior of two different
FS methods on the same data, or evaluating how, for the
given data set, different criteria differ in preferences of
particular features, or comparing two FS processes on two
data sets in an identical FS setting. This information cannot
be obtained using intrameasures; two FS processes that yield
results with similar or equal stability (according to any one
intrameasure) may well differ in their preference of
particular features. Therefore, we propose several intermeasures to enable comparison of multiple FS methods’
outputs. The intermeasures should provide complementary
information to intrameasures. Therefore, each of the following intermeasures is defined as an analogy to some
intrameasure, based on the same or related principle.
Let S l ¼ fSl1 ; . . . ; Slnl g, be a system of nl > 1 (nl 2 IN)
feature subsets Slj ¼ ffki j ki ¼ 1; . . . ; dlj ; fki 2 Y; dlj 2 f1; . . . ;
jYjgg, j ¼ 1; . . . ; nl , obtained from nl runs of the evaluated
FS algorithm on different samplings of a given data set with
l ¼ 1; 2 denoting the indices of the two compared systems.
Let Xl be the subset of Y representing all features that
appear anywhere in S l :
Xl ¼ ffjf 2

Y; Ffl

> 0g ¼

nl
[

Sli ;

Xl 6¼ ;;

ð25Þ

i¼1

where Ffl be the number of occurrences (frequency) of
feature f in system S l . The desirable properties of each
newly defined intermeasure InterMeasureðS 1 ; S 2 Þ are:
0  InterMeasureðS 1 ; S 2 Þ  1.
InterMeasureðS 1 ; S 2 Þ value close to 1 implies high
similarity and a value close to 0 implies low
similarity of the two systems S 1 and S 2 .
3. S 1 and S 2 may consist of subsets of varying size.
4. S 1 and S 2 may be systems of varying size (n1 and n2
need not be the same).
First, we define measures comparing two systems by means
of average difference between relative feature frequencies.
1.
2.

Definition 8. The intersystem consistency ICðS 1 ; S 2 Þ between
two systems S 1 and S 2 is defined as
X  Ff1 Ff2 
1

:
ð26Þ
ICðS 1 ; S 2 Þ ¼ 1 

jX1 [ X2 j f2X [X  n1 n2 
1

Definition 9. The intersystem weighted consistency
ICW ðS 1 ; S 2 Þ between two systems S 1 and S 2 is defined as


X  Ff1 Ff2 
1
2

;
ð27Þ
ICW ðS ; S Þ ¼ 1 
wf 

n1 n2 
f2Y
where
wf ¼ P

max

g2Y

 Ff1

F2



n1

; ng2

; nf2
 Fg1

n1

max

Remark. The weighing in (27) assigns the most importance
to features that are most frequent in 1) only one or
2) both of the systems. Both of these cases are to be
considered equally important as they represent the cases
of 1) minimum similarity or 2) maximum similarity of
the two systems with respect to the evaluated feature.
Both IC and ICW take values from ½0; 1, with 0
indicating that no feature appears in more than one system
and 1 indicating that the relative frequencies are equal for
each feature in both systems, i.e., feature selector confidence regarding each feature is equal among the two
compared systems.
Next, we define straightforward analogies to the ATI and
ANHI measures:
Definition 10. The intersystem Average Tanimoto Index
(IATI) between two systems S 1 and S 2 is defined as

IAT IðS 1 ; S 2 Þ ¼

F2

:

n1 X
n2
X
jS1i \ S2j j
1
:
n1  n2  jYj i¼1 j¼1 jS1i [ S2j j

ð28Þ

IAT IðS 1 ; S 2 Þ takes values from ½0; 1 with 0 indicating
empty intersection between any pair of subsets, with one
from S 1 and the other from S 2 , and 1 indicating that all
subsets in both systems S 1 and S 2 are identical.
Definition 11. The intersystem Average Normalized Hamming Index between two systems S 1 and S 2 is defined as

IANHIðS 1 ; S 2 Þ ¼ 1 

n1 X
n2
X


1
HD S1i ; S2j ; ð29Þ
n1  n2  jYj i¼1 j¼1

where HDð; Þ is defined in (21).
The IANHI can be expressed in the simpler form by
using the frequencies Ff1 and Ff2 .
Lemma 2. The intersystem Average Normalized Hamming Index
can be expressed in the form:
X


1
F 1 n2  Ff2
n1  n2  jYj f2Y f


þ Ff2 n1  Ff1 :

IANHIðSÞ ¼ 1 

2

Analogously to C, the measure IC is oversensitive to lowfrequency features (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3). Therefore, we
define its more reliable weighted counterpart:

5

ð30Þ

Proof. It holds
IANHDðSÞ ¼ 1  IANHIðSÞ
jYj

¼

n1 X
n2 X 
X

1
m1  m2 ;
jk
n1  n2  jYj i¼1 j¼1 k¼1 ik

where mlj ¼ ðmlj1 ; . . . ; mljjYj Þ, l ¼ 1; 2, j ¼ 1; . . . ; nl , is the
binary vector with jYj dimensions corresponding to the
subset Slj . Let Fkl denote the frequency of the feature fk 2
Y in the system S l , l ¼ 1; 2. Without loss of generality, we
can suppose that

6
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m11k ¼ m12k ¼    ¼ m1F 1 ;k ¼ 1;
k

m1F 1 þ1;k ¼ m1F 1 þ2;k ¼    ¼ m1n1 ;k ¼ 0;
k

k

m21k ¼ m22k ¼    ¼ m2F 2 ;k ¼ 1;
k

m2F 2 þ1;k ¼ m2F 2 þ2;k ¼    ¼ m1n2 ;k ¼ 0:
k

k

jm1ik

It means that
 m2F 2 þr;k j ¼ 1 for all i ¼ 1; . . . ; Fk1
k
and for all r ¼ 1; . . . ; n2  Fk2 , and jm1F 1 þs;k  m2j;k j ¼ 1
k
for all j ¼ 1; . . . ; Fk2 and for all s ¼ 1; . . . ; n1  Fk1 ;
otherwise the absolute differences equal to zero.
Therefore,
jYj X
jYj
n1 X
n2 
X
 X


m1  m2  ¼
Fk1 n2  Fk2
ik
jk
k¼1 i¼1 j¼1

k¼1



þ Fk2 n1  Fk1 :
t
u
The information that can be gained using the new
intermeasures is discussed in Section 4 and illustrated in
Section 5 (see Tables 9 and 10).
Remark. The intermeasures can be computed for LðL  1Þ=2
pairs of systems, S l and S m , l; m ¼ 1; . . . ; L, and the final
intermeasure is the average intermeasure over all pairs.

4

PROPERTIES OF THE CONSIDERED MEASURES

In this section, we discuss the properties of the considered
measures viewed from various perspectives. First, we
assign each measure to a taxonomy, then we focus on
properties that may have practical implications. We will
investigate measures’ behavior on synthetic examples
simulating changing incidence of either the most relevant
(constantly present in each subset) or the least relevant
(randomly occurring) features.
Note. For the sake of explanation clarity, in all illustrations in this section, we resort to FS processes yielding
subsets of constant size. In all randomized tests, values are
drawn randomly from a uniform distribution.

4.1 Taxonomical View
The notion of FS stability as such is difficult to formalize
unanimously. As shown above, a number of FS stability
measures can be defined, with each measure expressing a
slightly different aspect of the problem. Nevertheless, some
common properties of certain measures can be identified.
To make further discussion clearer, we introduce several
basic differentiation approaches. First, the considered
measures can be divided according to evaluation scope:
Feature-focused measures—evaluate overall feature
occurrence frequency over the system as a whole
(regardless of concrete feature presence in concrete
subsets).
. Subset-focused measures—evaluate features with
respect to their occurrence in each particular subset
in the system.
The feature-focused measures include: C (11), CW (12), CWrel
(14), ANHI due to the existence of its form (23), P H (24), IC
(26), ICW (27), and IANHI due to the existence of its form
(30). The information given by feature-focused measures is
useful for assessing the confidence of feature selector
.

Fig. 2. Comparing the behavior of the considered measures on a
synthetic example.

regarding particular feature preference. The subset-focused
measures include: AT I (18), I S (5), d (7), and IAT I (28).
They assign the most importance to concrete feature
configurations in each subset. Therefore, they are more
sensitive even to slight fluctuations in the investigated FS
process. It should be noted that feature-focused measures
give a coarser overview. As illustrated in Fig. 2, different
systems with equal overall feature statistics (and, accordingly, equal feature-focused measure values) may consist of
notably different subsets and, accordingly, yield different
subset-focused measure values.
Next, the considered measures can be divided according
to the importance assigned to feature exclusion:
Selection-registering measures—ignore the information on the stability of feature exclusion (jYj not
taken into account).
. Selection-exclusion-registering measures—take into account both the stability of presence and the absence
of features in subsets (knowledge of Y required).
The selection-registering measures include: d (7), C (11), CW
(12), AT I (18), IC (26), ICW (27), and IAT I (28). The selectionexclusion-registering measures include: I S (5), ANHI (22), P H
(24), and IANHI (29). The selection-exclusion-registering
measures may give a fuller view of feature selector behavior.
However, the information they give may become biased if
d  jYj like in many high-dimensional problems where the
large number of consistently excluded features may misleadingly indicate high FS stability. Note: CWrel requires jYj
for computing CW bounds but is not defined to evaluate the
exclusion stability of features.
Next, the considered measures can be divided according to
their behavior with respect to the “subset-size-bias problem”:
.

Subset-size-biased measures—yield values bounded
more tightly than by ½0; 1 depending on the size of
subsets in a system.
. Subset-size-unbiased measures—for each system containing subsets of arbitrary sizes, there exists
“minimal” (resp. “maximal”) configuration of features in the respective subsets for which the measure
yields 0 (resp. 1).
The subset-size-biased measures include all considered measures except CWrel . They may be misleading when used for
comparing the stability of various FS processes that tend to
yield subsets of different prevailing size. Due to existence of
subset-size-dependent bounds, the subset-size-biased measures may yield considerably different values for feature
selectors that select features with similar (un)certainty (e.g., in
the presence of a large number of redundant features) but
.
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Fig. 3. Intrameasure sensitivity to single feature frequency change.

different subset-size preference. The only subset-size-unbiased
measure in the presented framework is CWrel .
Finally, as discussed in Sections 2 and 3, we distinguish FS process stability measures from FS process
similarity measures:
Intrameasures—evaluate the stability of one FS
process.
. Intermeasures—compare output of multiple FS
processes.
Basic comparison of the behavior of various measures is
given in Fig. 2. The two example systems S 1 and S 2 have
equal feature frequency characteristics although the subsets
in them are composed differently. Note that feature-focused
intrameasures yield, for both systems, the same values.
Accordingly, feature-focused intermeasures yield 1 indicating
maximum similarity.
Those measures, normalized to ½0; 1 and capable of
evaluating systems with varying subset size, will be
investigated in more detail in the following.
.

4.2 Properties of Intrameasures
As suggested in the previous section, each FS stability
measure yields slightly different type of information. Nevertheless, all of them should be expected to rate higher such
systems that reflect high feature selector confidence. Depending on the particular measure definition, this may mean
that features get consistently selected or excluded or that the
selected subsets do not differ much among each other.
In Fig. 3, we illustrate how the considered intrameasures
respond to changing occurrence of one feature in a system.
For i ¼ 0; . . . ; 30, we evaluate systems S ðiÞ consisting of n ¼
30 subsets selected from Y ¼ f1; 2; 3g. In system S ðiÞ , feature 1
is always selected, feature 2 is selected i times, and feature 3 is
never selected. In this example, the measures CW , ANHI,
AT I, and P H clearly reflect the notion that in a consistent
system each feature is either consistently selected or
consistently excluded. Accordingly, these measures indicate
deteriorating stability in system S ðiÞ for i approaching n2 ¼ 15.
Two of the measures exhibit notably different behavior.
Note that CWrel cannot be interpreted in the same sense as the
other considered measures. Instead, it indicates the relative
amount of randomness inherent in the system with respect to
system size n, total number of feature occurrences N and
given jYj. In Fig. 3, CWrel correctly indicates that S ðiÞ is, for
each i ¼ 0; . . . ; 30, the system with the least random feature
occurrence possible. The graph also illustrates a fundamental

7

Fig. 4. Intrameasure sensitivity to changing the proportion between
stably and unstably selected features (jYj ¼ 100, d ¼ 30, from which
i features are fixed across the trials and 30  i features are randomly
drawn).

flaw in the behavior of C, which tends to indicate exaggeratedly unstable system in presence of isolated features with
very low frequency. Remark: The weighted consistency CW
was defined to overcome this problem.
Fig. 4 illustrates intrameasure response in the case of FS
output consisting of both stably selected and unstably
selected features. For i ¼ 0; . . . ; 30, we evaluate systems S ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
consisting of subsets Sk 2 S ðiÞ , Sk  Y, jYj ¼ 100,
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
jSk j ¼ 30, k ¼ 1; . . . ; 1;000 having the form Sk ¼ CðiÞ [ Rk
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
where C  Y, jC j ¼ i, is a constant subset for each k ¼
ðiÞ
ðiÞ
1; . . . ; 1;000 and subset Rk  Y, jRk j ¼ 30  i, is drawn
ðiÞ
randomly from Y n C .
In Fig. 4, most measures respond correctly to the
changing proportion of stably and unstably selected
features. The differences in measures’ behavior are emphasized with low i values. Note that the selection-exclusionregistering measures yield higher values than the selectionregistering ones. The graph gives another example of
potentially misleading C performance. Note that only the
subset-size-unbiased method CWrel yields 0 for i ¼ 0.

4.2.1 Complementarity of Information Gained from
Evaluating Various Intrameasures
Assessing the stability of an FS process based on any single
measure only may lead to misleading conclusions. For
instance, very low AT I value may not necessarily indicate
failure to identify important features—AT I is likely to be
low in the presence of highly relevant but redundant
features that may appear in various combinations in
selected subsets. On the other hand, selection-exclusionregistering measures may evaluate such a system as highly
stable, provided the remaining features are of low importance and, as such, consistently excluded. However,
high ANHI or P H value may lead to misleading conclusions about high stability in cases of high problem
dimensionality where most of features remain excluded
and high instability among the selected features gets
neglected. Similarly, low C value suggests that, on average,
features get selected only rarely. Yet that does not
necessarily indicate a severely unstable system; if, at the
same time, CW value is high, then part of the features get
selected consistently with high confidence. To conclude, no
single measure is capable of expressing all the information
that can be useful to assess the stability of an FS process. It is
recommended to consider evaluating a set of measures of
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Fig. 5. Intermeasure sensitivity to single feature frequency change.

different type (both selection-registering and selectionexclusion-registering and both feature-focused and subsetfocused as well as subset-size-unbiased one) to get reasonable information about the evaluated FS process.

4.3 Properties of Intermeasures
The purpose of intermeasures is to compare the output of
multiple FS processes and to assess their “similarity.”
Comparing multiple subset systems may reveal differences
in feature preference among various feature selectors or
among differently parameterized runs of the same feature
selector. Thus, intermeasures provide complementary information about FS processes that cannot be gained using
intrameasures.
In analogy to intrameasures, there is no unanimous
definition of the term “similarity” of multiple FS processes’
output. Again, the available intermeasures give various
types of information that is not interchangeable.
In Fig. 5, we illustrate how the considered intermeasures
respond to changing occurrence of one feature in system. For
i ¼ 0; . . . ; 30, we compare the output of systems pairs S 1ðiÞ
and S 2 with common Y ¼ f1; 2; 3; 4g. System S 1ðiÞ contains
30 subsets, where feature 1 is always selected, feature 2 is
selected i times, and features 3 and 4 are never selected.
System S 2 contains 30 subsets, where features 1 and 3 are
always selected and features 2 and 4 are never selected.
In this example, the intermeasures should indicate
growing dissimilarity between S 1ðiÞ and S 2 for increasing i.
This is clearly the case with the selection-registering IAT I
and selection-exclusion-registering IANHI, which yields
values on a higher level as it takes the constant exclusion
of feature 4 into account. Measure IC exhibits a problem
similar to C (see Figs. 3 and 4), where the occurrence of a
low frequent feature inadequately increases its value when i
changes from 0 to 1. Measure ICW suppresses the negative
impact of isolated features by means of weighing, but at a
cost of counterintuitive behavior in this example (ICW does
not decrease monotonically with increasing i). Nevertheless, both IC and ICW correctly evaluate the pair S 1ð0Þ ; S 2 as
more similar than the pair S 1ð30Þ ; S 2 .
Remark. Although the example in Fig. 5 seems to indicate
inferior usability of IC and ICW , in a different context
they prove more reliable than IAT I and IANHI. In
Section 4.4, it will be shown that both IC and ICW
respond better in the presence of random features. The
principal difference between intrameasures and intermeasures can be illustrated by evaluating the systems in
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Fig. 6. Intermeasure sensitivity to changing overlap between random
subsets.

Fig. 5 using intrameasures. Note that systems S 1ðiÞ for
i ¼ 0; . . . ; 30 would yield selection-registering measure
values equal to those in Fig. 3. Note that all intrameasures would yield 1 for systems S 1ð0Þ , S 1ð30Þ , and S 2 .
Fig. 6 illustrates intermeasure response on a pair of
increasingly distinct, slightly unstable systems. Assuming
jYj ¼ 100, we compare systems S 1ðiÞ and S 2ðiÞ , each containing
1,000 subsets of d ¼ 20 features. Subsets in S 1ðiÞ are drawn
randomly from Z1ðiÞ  Y, jZ1ðiÞ j ¼ 30, and subsets in S 2ðiÞ are
drawn randomly from Z2ðiÞ  Y, jZ2ðiÞ j ¼ 30, where, for
i ¼ 0; . . . ; 30, the overlap (simulating the increasing similarity of the two systems) is jZ1ðiÞ \ Z2ðiÞ j ¼ i. Drawing
features from Z1ðiÞ and Z2ðiÞ simulates the situation when
there are 30 relevant but redundant and indistinguishable
features from which only 20 get selected in each FS trial.
This example gives another view of the differences in
intermeasure behavior. Both IC and ICW indicate well the
similarity of the compared systems for i ¼ 30. However,
IAT I is the only measure to reflect that, for i ¼ 0, there is no
feature occurring in both of the systems S 1ð0Þ and S 2ð0Þ .

4.3.1 Complementarity of Information Gained from
Evaluating Various Intermeasures
Analogously to intrameasures, no single intermeasure can
be considered sufficient to evaluate the similarity of two
systems in entirety. The available intermeasures have been
defined with the intention to provide complementary
information to particular intrameasures. In analogy to C,
the measure IC evaluates the similarity of feature frequencies in the two compared systems. In analogy to CW , the
weighted measure ICW puts emphasis on comparing
frequencies of the more frequent features. IAT I, resp.
IAHNI, has been defined to yield analogical information to
AT I, resp. AHNI. Evaluating both IAT I and IAHNI may
give complementary information about the proportion of
features being selected and those excluded consistently in
both systems (see Fig. 6 where, for i ¼ 0, the IANHI ¼ 0:6
indicates that 60 percent of features have been excluded in
both systems, while IAT I ¼ 0 indicates that the rest appear
in the systems with completely different preferences).
4.4

Ability to Identify Randomness in Feature
Selection Process
An important property of an FS process stability measure is
the ability to indicate randomness (or feature preference
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Fig. 7. The response of intrameasures to randomness in FS process.

uncertainty). Fig. 7 shows that most of the considered
intrameasures do not indicate randomness clearly. In the
experiment, 1,000 subsets were drawn randomly from Y,
jYj ¼ 30, for each subset size d ¼ 1; . . . ; 30. It can be clearly
seen that the selection-registering measures yield increasing
values with increasing subset size, while the selectionexclusion-registering measures yield increasing values with
subset size getting farther from 12 jYj (the only exception being
CWrel ). This behavior follows from the simple facts that with
increasing subset size it is more likely that there will be more
overlap among subsets, even when features are selected
randomly, while with decreasing subset size there will be
more overlap between excluded features. This effect (“the
subset-size-bias problem”) makes it difficult to compare the
stability of multiple FS methods yielding differently sized
subsets using any subset-size-biased measure.
The only measure capable of identifying randomness
regardless subset size is CWrel , which has been defined for
this purpose. Its performance in this respect is well visible
in Figs. 4 and 7. For randomly selected subsets, it yields
values close to 0.
Note. If the size of selected subsets is close to 12 jYj, then
randomness in the FS process results in ANHI value close
to 0.5 (see [1] for reasoning) and P H value close to 0 with a
sufficient number of trials.
Intermeasures can be used to compare an FS process
against a knowingly random FS process (assuming equal
Y). Identifying randomness in this way is, however,
possible only in cases when the average size of subsets in
both compared systems is similar. (All considered intermeasures are subset-size-biased.) In such a case, the measures
IC and ICW yield values close to 1 if both systems consist
of randomly selected subsets (i.e., feature frequencies are
roughly similar in both systems).
Fig. 8 illustrates the behavior of intermeasures when
comparing two systems of random subsets of differing
sizes. In both systems, 1,000 subsets are drawn randomly
from Y, jYj ¼ 30, with different subset sizes in each system,
as indicated in Fig. 8. It can be seen that with increasing
difference between the systems’ subset sizes, all measures
indicate lower systems’ similarity, despite the fact that both
systems always consist of random subsets.
Fig. 9 illustrates the behavior of intermeasures when
comparing two systems of random subsets of equal sizes. In
both systems, 1,000 subsets are drawn randomly from Y,
jYj ¼ 30, with equal subset sizes in both systems. It can be

Fig. 8. Comparing two systems of random subsets of different sizes.

seen that the feature-focused, selection-registering IC and ICW
clearly identify the closeness of feature frequencies, while
the subset-focused IAT I and selection-exclusion-registering
IANHI evaluate system differences in more detail, which
leads to emphasis of differences between the contents of the
randomly selected subsets and eventually to lower measure
values.
Remark. The shapes of graphs in Figs. 7 and 9 illustrate well
the principal closeness between ANHI and IANHI and
between AT I and IAT I.

4.5

The Impact of Very High Problem
Dimensionality
Many FS tasks today involve data sets of very high
dimensionality, e.g., in genetics, image analysis, or text
categorization. It is known that very high problem
dimensionality causes serious problems in machine learning. Among others, the effects of the “curse of dimensionality” [14] seriously degrade the ability of learning
algorithms to devise robust models what leads to degraded
generalization ability. In FS context, very high dimensionality prevents many well-known sophisticated methods
from being used at all due to search time complexity.
Moreover, the effects of overselection [9] are emphasized.
High dimensionality also affects the information that can
be gained using stability measures. Although the principle of
the considered stability measures is dimensionality independent, higher dimensionality may shift values closer to bounds
and consequently make them more difficult to interpret.

Fig. 9. Using intermeasures to compare two systems of random subsets
of equal sizes.
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Fig. 10. Intrameasure behavior with increasing dimensionality (d ¼ 50).

It is the increasing differences between selected subset
size and problem dimensionality and accordingly changed
sampling properties that lead to stability measure output
shift. Fig. 10 illustrates this behavior. In the experiment,
1,000 subsets are drawn randomly for each jYj with
constant subset size d ¼ 50.

4.6 Stability of Stability Measures
The value yielded by various stability measures depends
on the size of the investigated system (number of FS trials).
In Fig. 11, it can be seen that, in order to get reliable
stability measure response, the number of evaluated FS
trials should be reasonably high, preferably not lower than
problem dimensionality. The experiment in Fig. 11 is
repeated for various numbers of subsets “selected” from Y,
where jYj ¼ 100. Assuming fixed Z1  Y, jZ1 j ¼ 15 and
fixed Z2  Y, jZ2 j ¼ 60, Z1 \ Z2 ¼ ;, each subset X  Y is
“selected” so as to contain 15 consistently occurring and
15 less consistently occurring features, i.e., each subset
X ¼ Z1 [ X2 , where features in X2 are drawn randomly
from Z2 so that jX2 j ¼ 15.

5

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION ON REAL DATA

In this section, we investigate the behavior of all considered
measures on real FS tasks using low-to-mid and highdimensional data. We will also investigate the impact of
modifying FS method parameters and the impact of
improving estimator properties.
In order to illustrate the performance of the considered
measures, we have conducted a series of FS experiments on
standard data from the UCI Repository [15]: wine data
(13-dim., 3 classes of 59, 71, and 48 samples), wdbc data
(30-dim., 2 classes of 357 and 212 samples), sonar data
(60-dim., 2 classes of 103 and 105 samples), spectf data
(44-dim., 2 classes of 212 and 55 samples), mammo data
(65-dim., 2 classes of 57 and 29 samples) and cloud data
(10-dim., 2 classes of 1,024 and 1,024 samples). Note that the
UCI data represent the type of real-world problems characterized by low to moderate problem dimensionality and
limited (even insufficient) amount of training samples. This
type of problem often appears in medicine (or economics),
where data gathering is costly and access to patient (or
company-internal) data is often restricted.
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Fig. 11. Illustrating the stability of stability measures with respect to
number of FS trials.

To illustrate another common type of classification
problem, we evaluate all considered measures on highdimensional text categorization task [16] using the Reuters21578 data1 (10,105-dim., 33 classes, 2 classes dominant with
3,924 and 2,292 samples, others with less than 300 samples,
total of 8,941 samples). The data have been preprocessed by
means of removing all nonalphabetic characters, words
containing nonalphanumeric characters, words with less
than three occurrences, stopwords, and by means of
Porter’s stemming.

5.1 Experimental Setup: Search Methods
In our experiments, we use several FS methods of various
properties and optimization performance. Apart from best
individual features (BIF [17], [18]) and random selection, we
investigate the family of sequential FS methods, covering
methods of various properties and optimization strength,
including Sequential Forward Selection [19], Sequential
Forward Floating Selection [20], as well as the recent
Dynamic Oscillating Search [12].
To simplify further discussion, let us overview the
principle of sequential FS methods. Most of them share the
same “core mechanism” of adding and removing features
to/from a current subset. The respective algorithm steps can
be described simply as follows (in nongeneralized form [21]):
Definition 12. For a given current feature set Xd , let f þ be the
feature such that
f þ ¼ arg max JðXd [ ffgÞ;
f2YnXd

ð31Þ

where JðÞ denotes the criterion function used to evaluate
candidate feature subsets. Then, we shall say that ADDðXd Þ is
an operation of adding feature f þ to the current set Xd to
obtain set Xdþ1 if
ADDðXd Þ

Xd [ ff þ g ¼ Xdþ1 ;

Xd ; Xdþ1  Y:

Definition 13. For a given current feature set Xd , let f  be the
feature such that
f  ¼ arg max JðXd n ffgÞ;
f2Xd

ð32Þ

where JðÞ denotes the criterion function used to evaluate
candidate feature subsets. Then, we shall say that RMV ðXd Þ is
1. http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/
reuters21578.
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an operation of removing feature f  from the current set Xd to
obtain set Xd1 if
RMV ðXd Þ

Xd n ff  g ¼ Xd1 ;

Xd ; Xd1  Y:

In order to simplify the notation for a repeated
application of FS operations, we introduce notation
Xdþ2 ¼ ADDðXdþ1 Þ ¼ ADDðADDðXd ÞÞ ¼ ADD2 ðXd Þ;
Xd2 ¼ RMV ðXd1 Þ ¼ RMV ðRMV ðXd ÞÞ ¼ RMV 2 ðXd Þ;
and, more generally,
Xdþ ¼ ADD ðXd Þ;

Xd ¼ RMV  ðXd Þ:

Now the considered sequential FS methods can be
described as follows:
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS [19]) yielding a subset of
d features:
1) Xd ¼ ADDd ð;Þ.
Sequential Forward Floating Selection (SFFS [20]) yielding a
subset of d features, with optional search-restricting
parameter  2 f0; 1; . . . ; jYj  dg:
1) Start with X0 ¼ ;, k ¼ 0.
2) Xkþ1 ¼ ADDðXk Þ, k ¼ k þ 1.
3) Repeat Xk1 ¼ RMV ðXk Þ, k ¼ k  1 as long solutions
already known for the lower k improve.
4) If k < d þ  go to 2.
Dynamic Oscillating Search (DOS [12]) yielding a subset of
optimized size k, with search-restricting parameter   1;
default  ¼ jYj):
1) Start with Xk ¼ ADD3 ð;Þ, k ¼ 3. Set “oscillation
cycle depth” to  ¼ 1.
2) Compute ADD ðRMV  ðXt ÞÞ; if any intermediate subset
Xi , i 2 fk  ; . . . ; kg is found better than Xk , let it
become the new Xk with k ¼ i, let  ¼ 1 and restart
step 2.
3) Compute RMV  ðADD ðXt ÞÞ; if any intermediate subset
Xj , j 2 fk; . . . ; k þ g is found better than Xk , let it
become the new Xk with k ¼ j, let  ¼ 1 and go to 2.
4) If  <  let  ¼  þ 1 and go to 2.
Specifically for the purpose of high-dimensional FS, we
also include the simplest form of Oscillating Search [22] that
is, unlike the methods above, extremely time efficient at the
cost of reduced search effectivity.
Oscillating Search (OS [22]) sequentially improves given
initial solution Xd . Here, in simplified form to enable
high-dimensional FS:

1) X
d ¼ ADDðRMV ðXd ÞÞ; if Xd is better than Xd let it
become the new Xd and restart step 1.
þ
2) Xþ
d ¼ RMV ðADDðXd ÞÞ; if Xd is better than Xd let it
become the new Xd and go to step 1.
The considered methods BIF, SFS, SFFS, and OS are
d-parameterized. Because we primarily focus on stability
measures that enable evaluating systems of subsets of
varying size, we define a d-optimizing extension of
d-parameterized methods. The respective d-parameterized
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method is applied repeatedly for each subset size
d ¼ 1; . . . ; jYj, then, among the jYj results, the one with
highest criterion value (and lowest subset size in case of
ties) is eventually selected. We will refer to d-optimizing
forms of BIF, SFS, and SFFS as to BIF , SFS , and SFFS .
For comparison, we also include random selection,
where both the subset-size choice and feature selection are
performed randomly according to uniform value distribution without respect to any criteria or data.

5.2 Experimental Setup: Selection Criteria
We conducted two series of experiments. With UCI data,
we tested the FS methods in the wrapper [23] setting, i.e., we
used classifier accuracy as the FS criterion. We included
three conceptually different classifiers (see, e.g., [13]) in our
tests: gaussian classifier or bayesian classifier assuming
normal distribution, 3-nearest neighbor with majority voting
(3NN), and support vector machine with radial basis function
kernel (SVM) [24].
With the high-dimensional Reuters data, neither the
wrapper setting nor the complex search algorithms are
applicable due to computational complexity. Therefore, in
this case, we resorted to filter [23] setting using only BIF and
OS as search methods, considering three distance functions as
criteria. We consider the multinomial model for bag of words
representation for text documents [25]. To evaluate individual features, we employed the average mutual information
between class of document and the word in the document
known as the Information Gain (IG) [26], [27], [25] and the
multiclass Individual Bhattacharyya distance (IB) for one
feature corresponding to one word in the given vocabulary of
different words that occur in the collection of documents [22].
To evaluate feature subsets within the OS course of search, we
employed multiclass Bhattacharyya distance [22].
If not stated otherwise, the following setup was used in
all experiments. The number of FS trials (size of evaluated
system of subsets) was set to n ¼ 100. From each data set,
25 percent of data in each class was reserved for testing and
as such excluded from FS process. In each FS trial, 90 percent
of the remaining data was randomly sampled to form a triallocal data set. In the wrapper FS setting, the criterion value
has been obtained as the average over 10 classification rates
obtained using 10-fold holdout, where, in each loop, the
trial-local data had been randomly scattered to 60 percent
training, 30 percent validation, and 10 percent unused data.
In the filter setting, the criterion values have been computed
from the training data part only.
All reported classification rates have been obtained on
independent test data.
5.3

Experiments: Evaluating Stability
of Wrapper-Based Feature Selection
Tables 1, 2, and 3 and Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17 collect
the results obtained for each UCI data setup. Graphs show
stability values, and tables report the classification rate and
subset size as optimized by each respective FS process.
Note that the sequence BIF , SFS , SFFS , and DOS
roughly orders the considered FS methods according to
growing complexity and optimization performance (and
presumably growing risk of feature overselection [9]). The
ordering is well visible in all Tables 1, 2, and 3 on the
achieved criterion values.
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TABLE 1
Feature Selection Results on Wine Data, 13-dim., 3-Class, and WDBC Data, 30-dim., 2-Class

TABLE 2
Feature Selection Results on SONAR Data, 60-dim., 2-Class and SPECTF Data, 44-dim., 2-Class

TABLE 3
Feature Selection Results on MAMMO Data, 65-dim., 2-Class and CLOUD Data, 10-dim., 2-Class

Let us point out some of the most notable phenomena
that can be observed regarding the presented stability
results. First, it can be seen that in most cases there is visible
agreement among the considered measures in terms of

trends—better (or worse) FS stability is reflected in higher
(or lower) value of most of the stability measures. Notable
correspondence in behavior can be seen especially among
the measures within the selection-registering group and
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Fig. 12. Comparing feature selector stability on WINE data. (a) Wrapper: Gauss. (b) Wrapper: 3NN. (c) Wrapper: SVM.

Fig. 13. Comparing feature selector stability on WDBC data. (a) Wrapper: Gauss. (b) Wrapper: 3NN. (c) Wrapper: SVM.

Fig. 14. Comparing feature selector stability on SONAR data. (a) Wrapper: Gauss. (b) Wrapper: 3NN. (c) Wrapper: SVM.

Fig. 15. Comparing feature selector stability on SPECTF data. (a) Wrapper: Gauss. (b) Wrapper: 3NN. (c) Wrapper: SVM.

within the selection-exclusion-registering group. (The information given by C is to be considered supplemental only
due to its flaws, as reported in Section 4.) Second, the value
level differs considerably among the considered measures,
clearly showing the differences in their meaning. Third, the
overall stability level in most experiments only rarely
approaches 1, showing that FS tasks would be better

approached with caution to prevent unaccounted failure
of the devised decision rules.
According to [3], BIF is recommendable for cases when
other FS methods fail to produce stable output. In our
experiments, the most notable difference between stability
measure values of BIF and the other methods appears in
Figs. 13b, 13c, 14a, 14b, 15a, and 15c. In accordance with [3],
in these cases (with the exception of Guass. wrapper in
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Fig. 16. Comparing feature selector stability on MAMMO data. (a) Wrapper: Gauss. (b) Wrapper: 3NN. (c) Wrapper: SVM.

Fig. 17. Comparing feature selector stability on CLOUD data. (a) Wrapper: Gauss. (b) Wrapper: 3NN. (c) Wrapper: SVM.

Table 2a), BIF proves to be the best performing FS method
in terms of classification accuracy on independent data as
confirmed by statistical significance t-test at significance
level 0.05.
Less difference in terms of method stability can be
observed among SFS , SFFS , and DOS, with DOS being
most different from the other two methods. Despite its
stronger optimization performance, DOS often yields more
stable results than SFS and SFFS (see especially Figs. 13,
14, and 16). This can be explained by the fact that DOS is
defined to guide the course of search toward smaller subsets.
The feature overselection [9] problem can be observed in
Tables 1, 2, and 3 whenever BIF overperforms other
methods in terms of classification accuracy on independent
data as well as in cases when the classification accuracy
differs considerably from reported criterion value. Nevertheless, the examples also suggest that stronger feature
selectors do not always overfit more than weaker selectors.
This is especially the case if training data are sufficiently
large with respect to dimensionality or the criterion to be
optimized has sufficient generalization ability (e.g., Gaussian classifier in Fig. 13 and Table 1b, SVM in Fig. 14 and
Table 2a, or 3NN in Fig. 16 and Table 3a, all cases confirmed
by statistical significance t-test at significance level 0.05).
Note also that DOS often yields the lowest variance in
subset size among all considered methods.
The information given by various stability measures can
complement each other to reveal more details of the evaluated
FS process. Let us comment on several observations.
1.

Note in Fig. 16a the consistently high difference
between the values yielded by selection-exclusionregistering and selection-registering measures. This
suggests that a large number of features are
consistently excluded while the rest appear in the
selected subsets with low stability. It suggests high

2.

3.

5.4

redundancy among the limited number of features
that get selected.
Note in Fig. 16 and Table 3a that CWrel was the only
stability measure to suggest a problem with BIF on
mammo data. In this case, BIF produced wrong
large feature subsets, resulting in poor classification
performance (compare to random selection). Here,
the subset-size-biased measures fail to identify wrong
BIF stability. Similarly as with wdbc data, compare
the CWrel stability reported for BIF in Figs. 13a and
13b. Note in Table 1b that, with Gaussian wrapper,
BIF is overperformed by stronger FS methods while
CWrel is low, but, with 3NN, the opposite is true and
CWrel is high.
In Fig. 17a, note that the value of C is close to 0.5 for
both DOS and random selection. The value of P H is
high for DOS but very low for random selection.
This may suggest that most of the features get
selected either with very high or very low overall
frequency, with neither group being prevalent. If
this was not the case and higher or lower frequencies
prevailed, then the C value would be more distant
from 0.5. If a significant number of relative frequencies was distant from both 0 and 1, then the P H
value for random selection would be higher and the
P H value for DOS would be lower.

Experiments: Evaluating Stability
of High-Dimensional Feature Selection
Figs. 18 and 19 and Table 4 collect the results obtained for the
10,105-dimensional Reuters data. The high dimensionality
effectively prohibits the use of wrappers as well as searchbased subset-size optimization. Thus, we followed the
standard approach of selecting features by means of BIF
based on filter criteria. Fig. 18a shows stability values for BIF
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Fig. 18. Comparing BIF-IB and OS(BIF-IB) filter stability on high-dimensional REUTERS text data. (a) Filter: BIF-IB. (b) Filter: OS(BIF-IB,  ¼ 1).

Fig. 19. Comparing BIF-IG and OS(BIF-IG) filter stability on high-dimensional REUTERS text data. (a) Filter: BIF-IG. (b) Filter: OS(BIF-IG,  ¼ 1).

TABLE 4
Classification Accuracy as Result of High-Dimensional Filter FS on Reuters Data

with Individual Bhattacharyya [22], and Fig. 19a with
Information Gain [26], [25]. The respective classification
accuracies using Multinomial Bayes classifier [25] are
reported in Table 4. In addition to the two simple BIF setups,
we include experiments aimed at improving the BIF solutions
by means of subsequent OS-based search optimizing the
Bhattacharyya distance [22]. In Table 4, OS is confirmed to be
capable of improving both BIF-based solutions.

Table 4 shows slight superiority of IB over IG in BIFbased search. For subset sizes roughly above 200, the
difference becomes more notable (better classification
accuracy on independent data has been confirmed here
by statistical significance t-test at significance level 0.05).
Both BIF solutions are nevertheless overperformed by the
OS solutions, most notably with subset sizes roughly up to
400 features (confirmed by statistical significance t-test at
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TABLE 5
Comparing d-Optimizing and d-Parametrized Methods on MAMMO Data

TABLE 6
Evaluating the Impact of More Thorough Estimation on SPECTF Data

significance level 0.05). Note that both OS initialized by
BIF-IB and OS initialized by BIF-IG tend to converge to
very similar solutions. This is confirmed by the notably
similar graphs in Figs. 18b and 19b. Let us comment on
several observations.
The overall stability of FS on Reuters data appears to be
very high (compare to results in Sections 5.3 and 4.5)
despite the high problem dimensionality. With increasing
subset size it slightly declines, but for all considered
d values it is clear that the importance of individual
features is evaluated with high confidence throughout the
FS process (note the very high ANHI and P H values).
A sharp decline in selection-registering measure values
can be observed for IG-based solutions of subset size 400
and larger. Unlike IB, IG ability to distinguish among lessimportant features apparently declines after about 200-400
most important features have been selected as confirmed
in Table 4.
A slight local increase of selection-registering measure
values can be observed in both Figs. 18 and 19 for subsets of
roughly 50 features. Apparently, a group of preferable
features roughly of this size can be well distinguished from
the rest. However, redundancy is likely to be present within
this group as indicated by lower stability measure values
obtained when selecting only 25 features.

5.5 Experiments: Fixed versus Varying Subset Size
Table 5 illustrates the difference between d-optimizing and
d-parameterized forms of several feature selectors. Fixed
d value has been chosen for each d-parameterized experiment to be as closest as possible to the subset-size
preference of the method’s d-optimizing form.
The d-optimizing forms yield higher criterion values in
accordance with the fact that their search space is larger. In
terms of classification accuracy on independent data as well
as FS stability, it appears that in this experiment stronger
d-optimizing methods benefit more from the extended
search scope. Note that SFFS yields better classification
accuracy on independent data as well as better stability than
SFFS (better SFFS classification accuracy confirmed by
statistical significance t-test at significance level 0.05). With

BIF and BIF, the opposite is true (better BIF classification
accuracy confirmed by statistical significance t-test at
significance level 0.05).

5.6

Experiments: Evaluating the Impact of More
Thorough Estimation
An important question is the reliability of classification
accuracy estimation in the course of FS process. Tables 6 and
7 show experiments with increasing number of holdout
loops. Table 6 collects experiments for 3NN-SFS where
more thorough estimation in wrapper criterion value
computation has been tested with the aim to decrease
feature preference fluctuations and consequently to improve
poor FS stability on spectf data. The tables clearly show that
more thorough estimation leads to better stability (indicated
unanimously by all measures) and more stable subset-size
preference at the cost of prolonged computation.
Table 7 compares the output of FS processes for 10-fold
and 100-fold holdout estimation. Higher values indicate
lower output change. Note that BIF is indicated here by
most measures in most cases (especially by the selectionexclusion-registering measures) as the method being the least
affected by changing estimator performance. This confirms
its suitability for problems where estimation may be
difficult, i.e., in small sample problems.
TABLE 7
Comparing FS Output Based on
10-Fold and 100-Fold Holdout Estimation on WDBC Data
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TABLE 8
Experiment: Evaluating the Impact of FS Method Search Scope Extension on MAMMO Data

5.7

Experiments: Evaluating the Impact of FS
Method Parameter Change
The outcome of some FS methods depends on parameters to
be set by user. Parameters usually affect the scope of search,
allowing either faster or more thorough FS process.
Similarly to the choice between simple and complex FS
methods, setting parameters of a method may affect its
susceptibility to feature overselection.
In Table 8, we collect results for various values of DOS
parameter  on MAMMO data. It can be seen that higher 
leads in all cases to higher achieved criterion value at the cost
of higher computational time. The impact on classification
accuracy on independent data, however, differs on each of the
three tested wrappers. With the Gaussian wrapper, all
selection-registering measures report very low values without
clear connection to the  value, which coincides with the
Gaussian wrapper’s unsatisfactory performance in this case.
With 3NN, all stability measures report considerable stability
improvement with increasing . High stability is accompanied here by high classification accuracy on independent data
and low subset-size variance, confirming 3NN as the best
wrapper choice in this experiment (3NN wrapper classification accuracy superiority confirmed here by statistical
significance t-test at significance level 0.05). With SVM, the
increase of  leads to a slight decrease of stability, as
indicated by all measures. This undesirable behavior copies
here the degradation of classifier generalization ability.
5.8

Experiments: Comparing the Output of Two
Feature Selection Processes
Tables 9 and 10 collect the intermeasure results obtained
for each considered wrapper setup. The information given
by various intermeasures can reveal interesting details of
the evaluated FS process. Let us comment on several
observations.
1.

2.

In Table 9, a prevailing ordering can be recognized
among FS method pairs (lowest output similarity
first): BIF -DOS, BIF -SFFS , BIF -SFS , SFS -DOS,
SFS -SFFS , SFFS -DOS. This suggests that the
newer (more complex) the method is, the less
difference there is in its output with respect to its
predecessor.
Apart from the trivial cloud data case in Table 9
where both 3NN and SVM identify correctly the
single sufficient feature (see also Table 3), the
highest agreement can be seen between all FS

3.

4.

5.

6

methods on wine data with 3NN and SVM. Accordingly, in Table 1, the difference between all FS
methods remains only about 1 percent both in terms
of criterion value and classification accuracy. The
difference in subset-size preferences is low as well.
Note that in Table 9 for wdbc data, BIF produces
output considerably different from all other FS
methods. Fig. 13 confirms that indeed even the BIF
stability differs considerably from the other methods.
This observation puts the stability performance of all
methods except BIF on wdbc data in question.
In Table 10, for wine data, it can be seen that there is
high similarity between feature subsets produced by
3NN and SVM but the output of Gaussian wrapper
differs considerably from both 3NN and SVM
(observable with all FS methods). This may suggest
a problem with Gaussian wrapper, i.e., its ability to
model wine data well enough. Accordingly, Table 1
confirms the poor performance of Gaussian classifier
on wine data.
In Table 10, for mammo data and BIF , it can be seen
that there is high similarity between feature subsets
produced by 3NN and gaussian wrapper but the
output of SVM wrapper differs considerably from
the other two. Table 3 confirms poor BIF performance with SVM. Note that this is not the case with
stronger feature selectors (see Table 10).

CONCLUSIONS

The primary purpose of evaluating FS stability is to reveal
possible overtraining and other issues in machine learning
process and consequently to prevent degraded performance
of devised decision rules. FS stability measures can be
additionally used to evaluate and compare properties of
various FS methods and criteria as some tools may show to
be inherently more stable than others. Consequently, the
right tools for specific tasks can be chosen.
The notion of FS stability is difficult to formalize
unanimously. Various measures can be defined, with each
measure expressing a slightly different view of the problem,
while none can give the full picture. Moreover, measure
behavior is affected by factors like problem dimensionality or
whether or not the FS process yields subsets of constant size.
We focused primarily on the problem of evaluating FS
processes that optimize subset size, i.e., where subset
sizes may vary across FS trials, as the battery of tools
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TABLE 9
Comparing Outputs of Various Feature Selectors Using Intermeasures (a—IC, b—ICW , c—IAT I, and d—IANHI)

TABLE 10
Comparing the Output of Various Feature Selection Criteria

usable for this purpose has been very limited. First, we
reviewed the currently available FS stability measures.
Then, we proposed several new measures, provided
modified or simplified forms of existing ones (e.g.,
feature-frequency-based form of Average Normalized
Hamming Index), identified their principal differences,
and eventually organized them in a unifying framework.
We showed that the diverse measures may complement
each other in evaluating the FS process.

We pointed out the “subset-size-bias problem.” Most of
the discussed measures (i.e., (11), (12), (18), (23), (24), and
(26)-(29) ) have been defined to yield values from ½0; 1, but
their actual bounds depend on the size of subsets in the
evaluated system and may be tighter than ½0; 1. These
bounds make it difficult to compare measure values for
systems of differently sized subsets. The relative weighted
consistency measure has been devised to overcome the
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problem and to allow more reliable comparison of the
stability of various feature selectors.
Next, we introduced the family of intermeasures. Note
that two processes that yield results with similar or equal
stability (according to any one stability measure) may well
differ in their preference of particular features. Intermeasures can be used for revealing this difference.
The considered measures have been evaluated on a
series of experiments. In the experiments, we investigated
the properties of various feature selectors, the impact of
very high dimensionality as well as changing estimator
properties. It has been confirmed that in cases of severely
unstable FS performance, it is recommended to resort to the
simple best individual features FS method. The feature
overselection [9] problem that may affect stronger FS
methods often hinders FS results and leads to degraded
classification performance on independent data. Nevertheless, strong selectors (as the dynamic oscillating search)
have been found best performing and/or the most stable
ones in several of our examples. Thus, it is recommended to
select the right tool for each task with caution, possibly with
assistance of some of the discussed measures.
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